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Leap into action!
Rabbits, like acupuncturists, don‘t spend their qi
frivolously. They enjoy the fine things in life: succulent green shoots, the comfort of a downy-soft
nursery, lounging about the lawn soaking up the
sunny days, dewy mornings, and the companionship
of fellow rabbits just chewing the blade and watching the tao flow by. Then, when the situation warrants, they burst forth with speed and purpose—
toward their goals or out of harm‘s way.
It sounds so much like the AAC. Acupuncturists
sharing drinks and stories at social gatherings, soaking up knowledge and wisdom at continuing education classes, seeking and finding referrals or practical advice on the AAC-List email group. Just lounging around and enjoying the good life, watching the
tao flow by.
Then, when circumstances call for it, they all leap
up and rush to action—this latest time in support of
legislation to support insurance parity. Members
grabbed the phones, wrote emails, spoke to our
elected representatives. Finally they joined together in a community of old-timers and new-comers to
celebrate. The AAC is a great place to spend the
Year of the Rabbit!
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President’s Column: Denise Ellinger, L.Ac.
Dear Members:
If you are old enough to remember the musical ―West
Side Story‖ you might remember the song Tony sang
after he met Maria: ―Something‘s Coming‖
Come on, something, come on in, don't be shy,
Meet a guy,
Pull up a chair!
The air is humming,
And something great is coming!
Who knows?
It's only just out of reach,
Down the block, on a beach,
Maybe tonight .
It reminds me where we are in our professional growth as acupuncturists. I realize this term only touches on one of
the modalities of the Medicine we practice. I want to ask you to remember, just like the Medicine we practice, our
professional potential can be ―something great‖.
Recently, we have had quite a bit of legislative flurry and our membership definitely stepped up and got the job
done. It humbles and excites me to be part of the AAC community. What has been out of reach for several years
(insurance parity) is on the brink of becoming a reality!
In my three years on the Board, I have come to the conclusion that the AAC is not just about member benefits. This is
the icing on the cake. I believe the AAC is about protecting our ability to practice legally in Colorado and protect our
scope of practice. We have many practitioners, our lobbyist and the Colorado legislation to thank for this privilege. It
has made me aware how precious this is and that without our community coming together, this is not a ―given‖. The
other thing I have learned is that we have a wonderful, hard-working community that is gathering renewed momentum and this is exciting.
The air is humming,
And something great is coming!
Sincerely,
Denise Ellinger, L.Ac.
President, AAC

Save the Date!
October 1st and 2nd, 2011
Acupuncture Association of Colorado
28th Annual Conference: Back to Basics
Annual Meeting will be Friday, September 30,
followed by a social get together.
Stay tuned for more details!
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Legislative Update
Linda Gibbons, L.Ac.
The Colorado 2011 legislative session really started out with a bang
this January in regard to the acupuncture profession.
We were successful in passing the Insurance Parity bill on March 22,
which will go into effect January 1, 2012 assuming the Governor
signs his approval. This bill amended a statute that was created
before acupuncture was licensed in Colorado. Licensed acupuncturists have now been added to this statute, which requires insurance
companies to pay licensed acupuncturists for performing acupuncture services if the insurance
company offers acupuncture in their plans. It was
necessary to pass this bill because some insurance
companies were paying M.D.s or chiropractors for
performing acupuncture but not licensed acupuncturists.
This bill could have gone down to defeat in the
House if not for the calls and emails of support
our acupuncturists and their patients made to
their legislators. It really made a difference for
the legislators to hear from so many of you.
The other bill we were involved with was in regard
to auricular acupuncture for non-licensed practitioners that went down to defeat the House. This
bill was initiated by an M.D.who works in the state hospital in Pueblo. She has had success using the NADA protocol in her detox treatment programs and wanted to bring this protocol to all areas of Colorado. This bill was controversial because it would have allowed technicians working in detox programs to perform the 5-point NADA protocol with NADA training. We became involved with this bill in order to tightly define parameters and to open up
opportunities for licensed acupuncturists to do supervision. This bill passed the House Health and Environment
Committee but was narrowly defeated in the House where Republicans have a one-seat advantage.
Though we have had wonderful success with legislation this year we still have more work to do in starting our
planning for our Sunset Review in 2012. It is very important to support the AAC with your membership because our
licensed status is not a guaranteed outcome of the Sunset Review. All Chinese Medicine practitioners in Colorado
will be affected by the results of our Sunset Review. In order to have a successful Sunset Review we need a
strong, active membership and the money this brings in to pay our lobbyist and the extra expenses involved with
the Sunset Review. Your membership is important and valued!
To get involved, contact Linda at LegislativeComm@acucol.com
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Vice President’s Report:
Ramblings of a Mad Acupuncturist
Greg Shim, L.Ac.
Recently I‘ve been thinking about the political process and how little I knew
about it, especially when it comes to my own profession. I signed up for the
Sunset Review Committee because I wanted to have a say in what our new
practice act would include. Until I actually sat down and plowed through all
the inner workings of how, as a Licensed Acupuncturist, I‘m able to do what
I‘m able to do, I had no idea of just how lucky I was to be practicing in Colorado!
I used to think that if whomever was running the show would just do a few
basic things that were so clear to me, then all this drama around scope of
practice would evaporate. There were times when I almost sent an email, but
that Carrie Newcomer song, ―Don‘t Push Send‖ would pop into my head and
I‘d hold my tongue for another day. Now that I‘m in the dance, I‘m glad I didn‘t push send!
It‘s easy to see from a myopic perspective how to fix a problem. But now that
I‘m in the midst of all these fixes, I see just how damaging that viewpoint can be. I just took a cupping seminar
from a PT. It was one of the most insightful and useful seminars I‘ve taken to date. I could have railed against
the perceived infringement of my scope, but instead I went in with my concerns and came away with a feeling
of community amongst different, but fellow health practitioners.
To paraphrase Nelson Mandela, when I see the inevitable coming, I move as quickly as I can toward it. It is only
in that direction that I have some sense of control of the outcome. Since I still have 2 years to serve on the
Board, I extend an invitation to all of you to join in a community of shared values rather than drama, to find
and create consensus rather than go it alone, and to ask yourself not what the community we‘re creating can
do for you, but rather, are your actions and words creating community.
The year of the Tiger is over, and
while it was fun thrilling ride, every
yang has its yin. The year of the
Rabbit is about diplomacy, about
calmness, about peace. It‘s also
about persistence. We‘ve just witnessed that with our parity bill.
We‘re off to a great start, and if
that‘s how the year is getting started, I‘m in it for the long haul! But it
wasn‘t the Rabbit that did it, it was
our community that focused on a
shared goal rather than getting distracted by events happening at the
same time. I hope all of you RSVP to
the above invitation - a community
is waiting.

"A Grand Time was had by all."
AAC community celebrates at the “Parity Party”
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Public Relations Committee Report
Tina Laue, L.Ac.
Hello Members,
Since my last report, I have been nibbling little ideas and meeting with people. Winter is often a
time where I (like the season) go fairly dormant. The festivals have ended and the holidays
begin. Our Facebook page got going and Dallas Cox did a tremendous job of advising and providing great content over the past several months!! Thank you so much Dallas!! It was a huge relief
to have a piece of my job in competent hands.
We all want to see more and better PR for Acupuncture. The sadly misreported articles have
been upsetting for all of us as L.Ac.‘s and confusing to the public. Thankfully for our profession,
Noel Love, L.Ac. joined my committee as the PR Co-chair at about this time and brought in a
passion and enthusiasm to respond to these articles and to mobilize our profession! I am extremely grateful to have her
working with me on PR, and I have to say that many hands make light the work. Noel and I could use more people who
are interested in monitoring and responding to the news as well as working on a long term plan to have an advertising
campaign.
There are a couple of things in place now that weren‘t there before. Having a searchable database of our own AAC
members and an updated website are key. While there is definitely room to improve the content and functionality of
the website and the database, they are both in fact better than what was there!! The AAC is continuing to work on improvements and we will be successful in putting something better out there. Not going to Acufinder to search means
that when I promote the AAC, prospective clients will find YOU, our loyal members. The AAC really appreciates and
needs that loyalty in order to keep doing the good work for the benefit of us all.
I met with a woman who does fundraising events for nonprofits and we discussed the fact that the AAC is not well
known enough to the public. I had been excited by viewing 9000 Needles at the Golden Film Festival and wanted to do
a screening as a fundraiser. Basically, her advice was for the AAC to meet with someone who handles PR for nonprofits
and to outline a plan for getting us known and exposed in the media. I have also talked with NPR about a radio campaign and it is more reasonable than you might think.
Sadly, when I hear from other acupuncturists who are not members, and even from members, there is some confusion
over whether the AAC is worth it or is doing a good enough job. For $150 (that is a trivial amount) we have a face, a
uniting place where people can get information about Acupuncture. We have a lobbyist and a place to work from and
rally for our profession. $150 is a bargain for this my friends, and if the AAC isn‘t all that you want it to be, then I ask
that you please get involved.
I have been the PR chair for a little over 2 years now. I have heard over and over how people want us to be able to do
more and how the AAC should be doing more and we should have a better campaign or a commercial. All of these
things take money. Even seemingly small things can take a lot of time and effort. Rather than a few people putting
forth Herculean efforts, we should all be shouldering these burdens together. This is our profession and the AAC is our
state organization. Own it with me.
We are currently organizing the 9News Health Fairs and have several exciting opportunities coming our way that I will
be sharing in an update as soon as they are fleshed out! This organization is the cool club to be in and you are going to
be glad you got involved!! To become actively involved in the PR Committee and to help set the standards and make
the PR happen, please contact me at aac.prcommittee@gmail.com.
There are several upcoming goals that need work and I could use help with!


We will be setting standards for press releases and written communication soon as well as fleshing out a campaign



with a professional PR person.
I also would like to start a festival committee to raise additional funds in order to move PR forward. There are



many small festivals throughout the summer months and with some committed volunteers willing to set up, tear
down and treat, we could get the message out to lots of people.
Designing a ―Friends of Acupuncture‖ campaign to get more people involved outside of our profession and raise
(Continued on page 9)
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Meet your new PR Committee Co-Chair:
Noel Love, LAc
Hello AAC Members!
As always the AAC is striving to be go-to place for all things Acupuncture related
in Colorado. Whether it is important legislative issues, educating the public on our
amazing medicine, or providing valuable resources to our members, the AAC
wants to be at the forefront.
I am the new Public Relations Co-Chair along with Tina Laue. I want to help get
the AAC on board with all of the new media technology we have available from
streamlining our Facebook page, to blogging on the AAC website, to Twitter updates and even helping to design a new state-of-the-art website. And when Chinese Medicine is in the news in our state, making sure they have the facts and information they need to portray our
medicine in a professional manner. I have a lot of jobs to do with this position, but it is going to be a great experience
to help our profession to grow and get the visibility it deserves.
I currently run a few businesses including my Acupuncture/Herbal practice in Boulder and Professional Bike Fitting in
Boulder as well. I have a lot of energy and want to put a lot toward the Acupuncture Association of Colorado. I want
all of our members to succeed and make it easier to practice in our beautiful state!
Please let me know how I can help you.
Thank You!
Noel Love
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Rocky Mountain Sunset
(Review)
By Nancy Bilello, RN, LAc

In 2003, history was made in Colorado as the profession of Acupuncture attained licensure.
Until that time, Colorado acupuncturists were registered and the title was R.Ac., not L.Ac. We were regulated by
DORA – the Department of Regulatory Agencies – as we are now, but we did not have a Practice Act. We had no actual Scope of Practice. Our current Practice Act http://www.dora.state.co.us/acupuncturists/Statute.pdf was initiated at that time.
Every licensed profession has a Practice Act and is regulated by DORA. A Practice Act is generally in effect for a 10
year period. At the end of the 10 years, the Practice Act is reviewed by DORA and is eventually introduced in the
legislature as a bill that, if passed by both the House and Senate, like any other bill, will become law. This process is
referred to as the Sunset Review.
The Colorado Acupuncture Practice Act will be up for Sunset Review in 2013. In the next newsletter, I will submit an
article outlining the Sunset Review Process and all that is involved in it.
For this issue, however, I would like to announce that a Sunset Review Committee has been formed, and we are already starting to work on this. The Sunset Review Committee members are:
Linda Gibbons, Valerie Hobbs, Randy Wing, Sandy Lillie, Greg Shim, Anne Chew, Kyle Liston, Debra Novotny and myself. Three current AAC Board members are on the committee: Greg Shim, V.P., Sandy Lillie, Secretary and Linda
Gibbons, Legislative Chair. Inclusion of AAC Board members on this committee will ensure smooth communication
between the Committee and the Board, and we are grateful and appreciative that these Board members, who are
already giving so much of their time to volunteer, are willing to give even more to work on this important issue.
The Committee very much wants to involve ALL Colorado acupuncturists, whether or not they are AAC members, in
this process. We want and will endeavor to obtain feedback from CO L.Ac.‘s over the next year or so. It is our plan to
―take the show on the road‖ this summer and meet with L.Ac.‘s in outlying areas such as Ft. Collins, CO Springs, Durango and the West Slope. We hope to be able to have Town Hall style meetings to educate our colleagues on the
Sunset Review Process as well as to gather information on what we all would like to see in our future Practice Act.
The Sunset Review Committee had its first meeting a few weeks ago, and here is a list of concerns we came up with:
 Primary health care setting


Scope creep of other professions



Other professions redefining our medicine



Addition of use of western language to scope



Lab test



CDHP requirement to report



Ability to diagnose



Differentiating entry level and expanded practice and malpractice coverage



Injection therapy
(Continued on page 9)
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Broader scope language



NCCAOM recert and/or continuing ed



Herb certification to practice herbology



Vitamins & supplements



Remove prohibitions for PT & chiropractic



Manual therapy



Massage



NADA Protocol

The above list is just a ―brainstorming‖ list and we would like to your concerns as well. We will do our best to keep
you apprised of our progress.
Please let your non-AAC member friends know that this is going on – and
please encourage them to join the AAC so we can have adequate funds
and people power to achieve all of our goals!
The Sunset Review Process is not always easy and can be complicated
and involved, so please feel free to contact me with any questions or
concerns you may have at nancyacu@comcast.net.

We are also looking for some “young blood” —one or two
students or L.Ac’s who are willing to learn about this process
so that, in another 10 years, when Valerie and I are old and
decrepit and can no longer distinguish a bill from a pill, there
will be others to carry on the torch! It is a learning process.
Please let us know if you are interested!

(PR Committee Report, Continued from page 6)



needed funds.
Designing a coupon to steer traffic to the database and generate referrals to our members.



Starting a videography project to be used in PR

Please contact me to get involved. With a few committed people we can move things forward and make the vision of
a well publicized and understood AOM a reality!!
In Service,
Tina Laue, L.Ac.
AAC PR Committee Chair
aac.prcommittee@gmail.com
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Student Representative:
Matt Kester
Hello students of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine. My report this quarter is
brief. The biggest news that is affecting us as students is the proposal of House
Bill 1186, the Acupuncture Insurance Parity bill. Legislation such as this helps to
ensure that we can be reimbursed for the services we provide so that we can
spend more time focusing on our patients, not dealing with insurance payment
loopholes.
The only way that we move forward as a profession and as future professionals
is to work collectively to ensure our continued scope of practice and expansion
into the healthcare market place. I cannot speak highly enough of the benefits
of volunteering for a semester with the Acupuncture Association of Colorado.
There are multiple committees all who could use a hand. Whether it be public
relations, legislation, our community committee, or any other facet of the Association you will be giving back to the medicine that takes care of us.
I have begun a quarterly newsletter to keep everyone posted on what is occurring with the AAC. Please look for it from your school director or in your school mailbox. Best of luck with classes this
Spring.

Board members past and present
celebrate the good company of Colorado Acupuncturists
& the accomplishments that we can make together

Three Legislative Chairpersons:
Linda Gibbons (Current)
Jim MacRitchie (Prehistoric)
& Valerie Hobbs (Past))

Our lovely Presidents:
Denny Ellinger (current)
& Nancy Bilello (previous)

Special Thanks to Jim MacRitchie for contributing all the photographs of the “Parity Party” that appear in this issue!
Do you have photos or stories about AAC members and events? Please share them with us: editor@acucol.com
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Is it Time to Stop Over-reacting to Change and Integration?
Tina Laue, L.Ac.
As you read this, Christy Kennedy, M.S., L.Ac. Dipl. O.M. and Christopher DaPrato DPT,MS,CSCS,PES will be offering
their Myofascial Decompression Technique (MDT) Course in Denver on April 2 nd. This course involves using plastic cupping sets in conjunction with range of motion to treat restrictions in movement among other musculoskeletal issues.
The flyer for this course was sent out to all AAC members (of which Christy is a member) and offered the standard
discount to our organization. A furor ensued. Why was a physical therapist offering to teach us about cupping? This
class should be boycotted! These were some of the comments
on the discussion group for the AAC. The discussion went on for
several days with a lot of comments, some reasonable, some
emotional and some attacking the AAC for allowing this class
to be offered.
The emotion surrounding this course was largely due to PT‘s
being able to dry needle in Colorado. How come PT‘s got the
right to do ―dry needling‖? ―Now they want to do cupping
too?‖
I reached out to Christy and decided to write this article for a
couple of reasons: 1) I have worked with Christy. She has volunteered for the Dragon Boat Festival, the 9News Health Fairs and the Denver Health Fair. I have found her to be professional, courteous and an excellent acupuncturist. 2) I was personally fairly appalled at the negativity I was reading
on the discussion group. There was an emotional reaction from some of our members that I felt was being misdirected
at Christy because she is working with a PT. There was also a lot of negativity directed at the AAC.
This article will present the information I received from interviewing Nancy Bilello, L.Ac., RN about how the PT‘s got
to dry needle in Colorado. Nancy is a past president and legislative chair of the AAC and is still extremely active with
legislation. I will then discuss my interview with Christy and Christopher. There is a separate article from Christopher
giving detailed information about the course as well.
How did dry needling end up in the PT’s scope of practice anyway?
I interviewed Nancy Bilello, L.Ac., RN. In 2005 DORA instated the policy of
Dry Needling at the request of Physical Therapists. The AAC did not find out
about this until 2007. Why didn‘t we find out about this sooner? This was the
AAC‘s question at the hearings we attended in 2007 and 2008. We first heard
about this because an AAC member contacted us and said do you know what
PT‘s are doing? Judy LeMieux was the President and Nancy Bilello had just
joined the board. Nancy, Valerie, Judy and Leo contacted DORA and said we
have a problem with this. DORA did not feel this would be a conflict with acupuncture so they did not contact us. Because of this, however, the AAC immediately sought to increase our presence and improve our relationship with DORA. Since then, we have had several meetings with DORA, have introduced
new Presidents and Legislative Chairs to them and are happy to report that communication has improved greatly; DORA has regularly contacted us about issues they feel might be of concern to our profession.
The AAC had a meeting and did an amazing PowerPoint presentation to DORA and the Physical Therapy Board. It went
well. We were told that they were impressed and the Physical Therapy Board responded positively to what we presented. DORA said they would consider this and they would have a rulemaking decision. Around July 2008, the AAC
found out that DORA had upheld the policy despite our efforts and presentation.
At this point, the AAC went to legislative legal services at the state capital, a committee that reviews bills and rule
making that have some controversy to them. Our case was that we felt that this was an expansion of scope of practice
for the PT‘s and should have been an amendment to their practice act that was done legislatively and not a rulemaking by DORA. We met with a lawyer on this committee and he thought that we had a good case. However, we were
defeated on this committee by a narrow margin. With this defeat there was no place else to go.
Was this injustice? As a profession, as an acupuncturist, are you upset? The AAC did act to stop it, did mobilize, and
(Continued on page 13)
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did pursue the issue and try to change it. In the end, we have all had to deal with the reality that this is how it is in
Colorado. PT‘s can perform dry needling. And what many of us remember is this emotional anger at what we feel was
an injustice and that feeling is associated with the AAC and PT‘s. I fully feel that this is the emotion that was released
when the class offering from Christy and Christopher was presented.
When we are working from an emotional part of the brain, we are not capable of being logical. We may make statements that are not rational. We may say things we will later regret when we come from this place and we are not really taking the information presented to us in!! I want you to take a moment to feel the anger and injustice and fear
and confusion. Whatever emotion or beliefs you have around the PT‘s being allowed to practice dry needling, please
stop and close your eyes and allow them to come up and to leave, like a wave that comes and then goes or a cloud
that passes in the sky.
Life isn‘t always fair. Remember the Chinese story I heard often in school… ―Might be good, might be bad, time will
tell.‖ The PT‘s have dry needling now in Colorado and Christy as an L.Ac, works in a physical therapy setting. She says
it has been wonderful and that they refer to her and she refers to them!!
Perhaps, there is a place for us to be positive about this situation?! More and more people will be exposed to Acupuncture and Dry Needling at the two physical therapy companies she works for. The reality is that what is in each
profession‘s scope of practice is continuously changing. Can we channel our anger into working with the legislative
committee to strengthen the laws as they come up? Can we not spend years after something has passed getting angry
over and over again? We must be proactive, not retroactively angry!!
Be empowered, not just emotional by following these tips!!
1. Be proactive.
2. Donate time, money, and inform the AAC of anything you notice.
3. Respond to those calls for help from the AAC. Mobilizing adequate support was
key in the final hearing for insurance parity in the house which had a vote of 47
yeahs and 17 nays. We only won by one vote in the first hearing. Imagine if no
one had made time to respond!!
4. Other professional members of associations give as individuals and know that
they need to donate to various causes and legislators. Each of us can make a decision to make this a part of our budget!!
Going to the Source: Interviews with the Co-Creators of the MDT course.
Christy agreed to let me interview her and then present this information to you
all in the spirit of opening a dialogue that overcomes barriers between us all.
Christopher wrote an explanation and description of his technique and the course.
That article is published separately in this newsletter and is interesting reading.
Christy graduated from the Colorado School of TCM and completed an orthopedic
internship in China. She practices with two physical therapy companies, in an integrated setting. Christy really is a bridge builder with other professions. Her professional demeanor helps to bring
Acupuncture more into the mainstream and integrate our wonderful medicine with others.
She wanted to offer this class to L.Ac.‘s to give those interested the opportunity to learn how to use their tools in a
different way. ―To me it really enriched my practice in treating athletes and it is not something we learn in school.‖
AAC members are the only professionals getting a discount on this course – which Christy fought for and the course is
not open to Chiropractors.
Christy is co-instructing with Christopher who is a PT from California. They successfully taught this course in California
last year and decided to bring it to Colorado. Did you know that PT‘s in California don‘t have dry needling? The whole
issue of dry needling and the emotional furor surrounding their course was difficult to explain to Christopher, who has
never needled a patient and has no understanding of the fight here in Colorado. The reaction of AAC members to the
course was upsetting and unfortunate to them. After going to bat for acupuncturists, she then had to turn around and
explain to a professional colleague in another profession that AAC members were upset that a PT was offering this
course at all!!
―What it really boils down to is education and improving patient care,‖ says Christy ―I know I want to learn as much
(Continued on page 15)
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Myofascial Decompression Techniques
Christopher DaPrato, DPT
The Myofascial Decompression Techniques (MDT) course is focused on a biomechanical approach to soft tissue lesions. It really is a novel form of movement
based manual therapy that uses negative pressure tools, but involves basic assessment of dysfunction in terms of orthopedics and sports medicine.
Physical therapists have been using negative pressure devices for many years
now, including the extractor pump for scar mobilization, pneumatic cup sets for
soft tissue mobilization, and motorized pneumatic devices for wound therapy. The Sawyer Extractor Pump including
cup attachment is now even carried at REI retail stores for around $16.00. Since the 1990‘s wound VAC units, or
Vacuum Assisted Closure®, assist in the application of controlled suction, which is applied to a wound in order to
stimulate wound cells to proliferate, speed up angiogenesis, and sustain a contraction that helps to draw wounds
closed.
So, what we did was apply the mobilizing properties of negative pressure devices to movement impairments to provide new approaches to musculoskeletal dysfunctions. We look at the details of anatomy as it relates to functional
movement patterns, as well as connective tissue matrices to reduce adhesions that are restricting efficient movement patterns, and evaluate them going through specific orthopedic tests and functional motion.
After releasing local adhesions or fascial planes with myofascial decompression, we teach how it is instrumental to
neuromuscularly re-educate with a simple specific exercise to correct the muscle firing pattern to hold the change
in structure. This is why we look at pre and post testing the body through functional movement screens, range of
motion testing, muscle firing patterns, postural syndrome assessment, and proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) patterns. The level one course is a basic introduction in applying the skills, as well as easy to use protocols that you can use with patients right away.
Using the tools of negative pressure devices helps open up adhesions with decompression when other techniques
such as joint mobilizations and massage are compressive in nature. It is simply another modality in the tool kit of
approaching movement based musculoskeletal dysfunctions in the patients we see and treat.
Chinese Medicine uses cupping as a part of a historically rich medical tradition. Our technique uses negative pressure technology with western physiologic properties and cellular metabolism. We feel that the two approaches
serve as complementary treatment strategies to better serve our patients. The traditional Chinese use that acupuncturists employ may be more appropriate for a particular patient and other times the movement based orthopedics and sports medicine techniques are more specific to the target dysfunction. Any acupuncturist working in a
physical therapy setting or with athletes in any capacity will undoubtedly benefit from this training as it only enhances what the acupuncturist already knows. It is using the tool in a different way and applying a movement based
approach. If anything, this offers a unique advantage to the acupuncturist because other professions taking the
course have most likely had limited training using negative pressure devices.
Ultimately, it is about collaboration and education. Our goal is to expand the professional knowledge base of practitioners treating this patient population, which will yield faster results in the treatment room. As always, our focus
is the benefit to our patients.
Christopher DaPrato DPT,MS,CSCS,PES
Outpatient Physical Therapy Manager
UCSF Physical Therapy Department Faculty Practice
1500 Owens Street, Suite 400, S.F. CA 94158
Office: 415.353.7209
daprato@ucsfmedctr.org

Christy Kennedy, M.S., L.Ac., Dipl.O.M.
Licensed Acupuncturist and Oriental Medicine Practitioner
Integrated Acupuncture Associates
720-317-3022
www.integratedacupunctureassoc.com
integratedacupuncture@gmail.com
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as possible to help my patients get better, which for me often involves collaborating with other professionals. If we
can combine techniques that benefit a certain patient population, why would I NOT want to learn that? I assumed
that there were other acupuncturists working in integrated settings that would feel the same way. Paranoia and fear
is not what I want to represent to my patients or to my professional colleagues. I just want to be a better acupuncturist.‖
Sometimes it feels so good to take a stand. To have something to focus on and to use our voices to say we are not
happy about this. I can sympathize with that. One of my patients cancelled her appointment with me to go see her PT
for dry needling the other day. While this didn‘t make me happy (at all), I used it as an opportunity to educate the
patient that I could help her in that way too. And I asked myself what that PT was doing that I am not, because it
came across loud and clear that she really likes what the PT is doing!
Food for Thought
If the PT‘s are on our side and are using dry needling as a useful tool in their own work and are not doing the broader
work of Chinese Medicine – then the reality is that the PT‘s will work with the acupuncturists to refer appropriately
and to help new patients come to see L.Ac.‘s. This is certainly a possibility that we should all be careful to consider!!
I am going to pose a few tough questions:
 Is not taking this class a missed opportunity to become a better acupuncturist?


Do we really want to attack a colleague, either another acupuncturist or another healer, such as a PT? Was



there a better way to approach Christy, such as asking questions and trying to understand?
Don‘t we want our patients to have options, to get better?



Often we have to be careful politically and legislatively of being accused of having a turf war. Do we want people to think we ―own‖ cupping or acupuncture?

I look forward to a world of integration between all healers for the best good of the patients. We must all grow as
practitioners for this to happen. I look forward to a lively discussion and to your comments.
The Silver Lining
To Christy and Christopher, my humble thanks for their interviews on this topic and their professionalism. While I am
not happy that people got upset and that Christy was targeted, I want everyone to know that it was this issue and this
emotion that Noel Love pointed out could be used to get people mobilized to act for the Insurance Parity bill as well
as any further endeavors that come up. If this issue had not come up and generated this emotion, we might not have
had enough support to get insurance parity passed! Might be good, might be bad, time will tell!!

“In this world …
you must be oh so smart
or oh so pleasant…
For years I was smart,
I recommend pleasant.”
~Rabbit Wisdom from
Taoist Adept Elwood P. Dowd
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AAC Discussion List: A Brief History of a Lively Forum
Dr. Phranque Wright DAOM; L.Ac.
A long time ago, around the turn of the millennium, Acupuncturists in Colorado
became a ―licensed‖ entity. Prior to that, we were ‗registered‘, though the
registration process and requirements for such didn‘t change, the title did.
This was in the year 2002. That same year a man named Ron Rosen, (who, by
the way was lovingly referred to as ―Doc‖ Rosen, though he claimed had no
doctorate of any kind and insisted the name ―Doc‖ carried over from childhood
days and also holds ―the first acupuncture license in Colorado‖) wanted to start
a discussion list that allowed AAC members to stay in communication.
Doc Rosen, at the time, had a Yahoogroup for acupuncturists and found that some in his group who were members
of the Acupuncture Association of Colorado (AAC) were starting ―Colorado specific‖ conversations. Because of this,
he felt it was important to have a list for the AAC members alone, so they could talk Colorado information without
bothering L.Ac‘s from other states or countries. This was at a time, mind you, when we were still using ―dial-up‖
internet access and many of us were still doing such things as actually calling each other on the
phone to talk. That would be a wall phone or desk phone; the kind wired to a wall and had a dial
tone. We didn‘t text, few had cell phones (pagers were still the thing), chat rooms were a big
thing then and internet passwords were only 4-characters long. It may be less than a decade on
the calendar, but it‘s a whole new world now.
Asking permission from the Board and Membership at the membership meeting, Doc started two
yahoogroups that were AAC specific. The first was a discussion list where any member was welcomed to join and where discussions were open and free. There were slight restrictions i.e. genDoc Rosen
eral email/chatroom etiquette things like ―no all caps,‖ ―no spam‖ ―keep private conversations
private and only post public information‖ and ―no advertising‖ to name a few. The discussions on this list ranged
from referrals to discussions on treatment protocols; from help on patients to reviews on CEU courses; from idle
chat to invitations to Chinese New Year parties and more. Sometimes the discussions got heated, sometimes they
were enlightening and every so often, they would degrade down to rants between two people and they would then
be politely asked to go off list to continue. Sometimes it wasn‘t so politely asked; sometimes the heat became personal, but always, there was something to learn. Members would join and quit and rejoin and re-quit and join/quit
at will depending on the moods, but every member was invited. Every member still is invited.
The second list was called the AAC Board Announce list. This one was only accessible by Board members for posting.
Replies would go to the original poster only, but the posts would go to all AAC members. The posts on this list were
for emergency information, i.e. membership renewals, legislative issues, emergency meeting announcements, etc.
On this list, advertisers were also able to post classified information i.e. upcoming classes, rentals, job availability
and the like. Anyone who had an ad in the Colorado Acupuncturist Newsletter got a post on the list, if they offered an AAC discount of 10% or more.
This brought us better membership discounts on lectures and was a good
selling point for advertising space in the newsletter, which was paid for by
advertising space sold.
This year, the discussion list seems to be more active than any year in the
past. The most recent legislative hurdle, insurance parity, owes a bit of it‘s
success to the rapid communication advantage the discussion list gave to
the legislative committee and all the wonderfully dedicated members.
Since legislation works very slowly then at light speed at crucial moments,
the immediate communication of the list allowed members to be rallied
together to make appropriate calls to appropriate representatives without
flooding the wrong representatives. It allowed call scripts and letter templates to be accessed from the AAC website directly and rallied call volunteers much more quickly than a phone tree would have.
This year, too, I was witness to very deep insights to the concept of pulse
reading and the subtle differences and similarities between AOM practices
of TCM and Classical 5-Element models. Along side those are insights to sys(Continued on page 17)
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Donn Hayes, a Founding Board Member of AAC, raises a Toast 28 years later in celebration of
members’ hard work and victory on passage of HB 1186, the Insurance Parity Bill.

(Lively Forum, Continued from page 16)

tems used by other members combining western ideas with AOM concepts and through that, we all learn a little
more. Through this discussion list there are often requests for referrals that are readily provided and there are now
more invites to parties and meet-ups than ever before. More than a few times I have heard on that list a sense of
amazement at how AAC members are so readily willing to offer their insight, their information, their time and assistance to each other. This is something that sadly is a rare event in the world of AOM. This rarity is what makes Colorado one of the best places to practice in the country.
This list is one of the perks of AAC membership and one of the reasons our association is so tight. If you aren‘t a
member of the list, you can request to be added by contacting the office manager or by going to AAC-Listsubscribe@yahoogroups.com if you‘re on the list but want to get off of it, you can go to AAC-Listunsubscribe@yahoogroups.com. This list is only open to AAC members.
It is my understanding that the ―Announcement list‖ is going to be phased out in lieu of the new ―Constant Contacts‖
program, which should be taking us further forward in the abilities of the Board to stay in touch with the membership. In this time of Facebook (and Myspace for those who still use that one) Linked-In and all the other social networking sites available it‘s great to know that this list from long ago is more active and stronger than when it was
started. Doc Rosen would be very happy to know this, may he rest in peace.
-Phranque Wright-
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Marketing Your Practice Using Discounted Offer Coupons Such as Groupon
Tina Laue, L.Ac.
What I have learned about selling my services and explaining Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine to my clients over the past year? As a new
practitioner, there is so much for us to figure out!! What pattern is this?
How do I run a business? How do I take money? Where do I advertise?
How do I do my bookkeeping? Geez, how many hats am I able to wear
anyway!!
About a year ago, I did a coupon with Living Social. You may all be familiar with this new trend that is happening due to the economy. People
still want to spend money, but they want a deal!! Shocking, I know.
Groupon is another one and there are now so many of them I can‘t think
of them all. It is definitely a trend that has caught on and taken hold in
our society.
It is common now for me to hear my friends say that they got a deal
from one of these sites for dinner, for a car wash, for a manicure and for
Acupuncture!! So what is so attractive to the public is that these coupons are DEEPLY DISCOUNTED. They can feel like they caught an amazing break and not feel bad about spending
money on something that is possibly a luxury in their budgets.
Well believe it or not folks, for many of our best clients, our preventative clients, Acupuncture is still in that luxury
category. People in strong pain or with serious illnesses can see the value of our services and will pay for it if they
can afford it. But people in our society are not used to the idea that they can prevent anything.
So back to my story of offering a deep discount on my first appointment. I noticed this trend and caught the leading
edge of it and it changed my business. What is so attractive about these deals from a business owners‘ standpoint is
that Living Social did all the work for me with NO RISK. They designed the ad and I didn‘t have to pay anything up
front. I simply had to offer them and their clients an amazing deal. They would put the offer up to their mailing list
(which is significant) and however many vouchers sell, they take a percentage of. Then they cut me a check for the
full amount of what they sold.
So I normally charge $100 for a first appointment. I cut it to $40. This might seem ludicrous. You might say I am undervaluing our profession. I will discuss that and argue my case in a minute, but first I want to finish the money end
of what happened. I sold 40 vouchers at $40. That is $1600. Living Social took their cut and in about one week I got
a check for a little over $1000. As a newer practitioner I have to say that was awesome!! Keep in mind I had NO EXPENSES for this marketing.
Next my phone started to ring!! I got a coupon from Living Social and I want to make an appointment. I saw about
four vouchers and not one of them rebooked. What on earth was happening? I realized I was not properly selling my
services. How could I explain what I do better? How could I make them realize I could help them? I ordered three
laminated education sheets from Acupuncture Media Works (LOVE THEM): One on the tongue, one on the pulse, and
one explaining how Acupuncture accumulates in the body. I also printed out a Five Element info sheet designed by a
colleague to show how I use that system to help people. My next five people all rebooked!!
I loved the fact that when they called with a voucher, they were already MY potential patient. Unlike a regular inquiry where you need to race against whoever else they might have called to get back to them first, this person was
mine and I would have the first chance to show them how great I am.
I couldn‘t have made a better decision to grow my practice. If people don‘t try AOM, then we cannot show them
how amazing this medicine is! So let‘s go back to the question of possibly undervaluing our profession with this decision. I believe that the things that are advertised as deeply discounted on these sites like Living Social and Groupon
are seen as very valuable and desirable by the public. These sites are not going anywhere. My friends brag about the
great deals they scored. The low price tag for marketing (ZERO) and the upfront capital generated and the boom for
your practice of new clients make this a great decision for many practitioners.
(Continued on page 19)
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(Marketing Your Practice with Coupons, Continued from page 18)

I also learned that I need to work out how to sell what I do well to people. Ask for business and don‘t be afraid to
continue to figure out how you could have gotten the sale. I use a very friendly sales style. I want the situation to
be a win/win. I know I am not a perfect fit for everybody as an Acupuncturist. I also know that most people think
for months before finally deciding to get Acupuncture. I think of planting seeds and taking great care of the clients I
do have.
I hear so many people discussing the ups and downs of their practice. I am growing a practice and I am confident
that I will be profitable and successful doing it. I hope that reading this helps you and your practice. While I don‘t
encourage every single L.Ac. to run out and get a coupon going, I do encourage you to consider new trends and think
about how you can sell your services and be persuasive!!

Tina Laue, L.Ac. has her practice Good Needles Acupuncture and Chinese
Herbal Medicine in Wheat Ridge. She graduated from CSTCM in Denver, CO
and has been in practice for three years. She is also on the board of the Acupuncture Association of Colorado and is passionate about creating a climate
of professionalism, diversity and abundance for all and healing and empowering as many people as she can!!
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Calendar of Events—
AAC Members receive 10% discount
Date

Title

Contact

4/30/2011 &
5/1/2011

Kinesio Taping KT1 and KT2 with Amy Stahl, PT. KT1 Fundamental
Concepts, Screening/Muscle Test, & Muscle Applications. KT2 builds on
material learned in KT1. Learn about the six Corrective Techniques
(Mechanical, Functional, Space, Fascia, Ligament/Tendon and Lymphatic)
and discuss their application in a variety of clinical conditions.

$554; AAC Members price $498.60
To register, contact:
selena@RehabEd.com

5/21-22/2011 &
7/16-17/2011
9am - 6pm
PDAs avail

Introduction to Injection Therapy with Michael young, LAc. Topics Covered: Injecting Homeopathics, Sarapin and Procaine; Trigger Point Injections;
Basics of Cosmetic Technique. This class is limited to 6 persons; it is a hands
on introduction to injection therapy.

Practitioner: $350;
AAC 10% discount; Student rate $275
Michael Young, LAc (303) 702-0219
youngacupuncture@earthlink.net

5/22/2011
9:30am - 2pm
4 PDAs

Introduction to Kinesio Taping for Acupuncturists with Mia Ramsey,
DPT, CKTP

CSTCM
$60 prepaid; $50 for AAC members
303-329-6355
www.cstcm.edu

7/24/2011
Treatment of Common Foot Disorders with TCM, with Scott R. Smith
8:00am - 5:00pm
8 PDAs

CSTCM
$130 / $110 / $80 before June 24
$150 / $130 / $100 after June 24
(Practitioners/AAC/Students)

To list your event, in the July 2011 newsletter, contact Anna Suter at aac.newsletter@gmail.com
Deadline for submissions is June 1, 2011
.

